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I sometimesfear #be youngergewmtim d i  be &doed 
of the pleasures of bw'ng 
tbere is m knowing 
bow many souls haw besn formed by tbis simpk ocsrcise. 
The ddry eattb like a g w t  scab br&, reyealing 
moist-dank ham- 
the p m t  's botrre, 
a f& u l o u n d ~ t u u 1 l y  healing. 
How neatly the grear weeds go u b !  
The Ma& chops tbe e a ~ b  new. 
Ig7amnt the wise h y  w h  
bas m w m p a r f o d  tbis simple, stupid, and u s f i l  urader. 
HOME GARDENING is en- 
joyable and rewarding. Gar- 
dens pmvidc opporhlniry for 
hours of exercise, eammun- 
ion with namre, and fresh 
vegetables for taw. 
Butthecurseofwerypr- 
dener Is weeds. The purpase 
of this bulletin is to enable 
home gardenem to identify 
the mosr common weeds and 
to select the most suitable 
for axroulng them. 
The first d o n  discusses 
weed life cydes, which p ' U  
need to know to select the 
best control method. Then 
the 18 weeds most trouble- 
some in Norhast vegetable 
gardens arc described, with 
photographs and descrip 
tions to help you identify 
those weeds In your garden. 
In the f d  section, mechani- 
cal, cultural, and chemical 
strategies to control weeds 
are presented. 
Corred identifmtion and 
timely removal of weeds are 
essential to s u d u l  weed 
control. The term weed is 
somewhat controversial be- 
cause, as the adage says, 
"beauty is in the eye of the 
beholder"; a weed to you 
may be a wildflower to your 
neighbor. 
Some plants are easily rrc- 
ognked as harmful-for ex- 
ample, poison ivy, poison 
and poison sumac. The 
negative impact of others is 
less obvious; the volunteer 
corn or potato plants from 
last y&s gmh-that amge 
in this year's plat for snap 
k n s a r e w e d s . A w e d m n  
be defined simply as a plant 
wt of place. 
The biggest pmblem with 
weeds is that they compete 
with p r c h  plants for water, 
nutrients, and light--all es- 
sential for plant growth and 
development. 
where -1 plant spe- 
cies grow together, the mm 
vigorous one usually domi- 
nates. Melwu species O f m  
have contrasting grrrwth lub 
its, and a plant with many 
large leaves or a rapidly 
growing wot system has an 
advantage over one with 
sparse, narrow leaves or a 
slow growth habit (common 
lambquamrs d m h t e s  on- 
ions, for example). 
The time weeds emerge in 
relation to vegetable emer- 
gence is also important. 
Weeds ernwging prior to or 
simultaneously with garden 
plants decyease plant yields 
more than those emerging 
afterward. This is parddady 
true with small- vege- 
tables, such as lettuce or 
arms. 
Generally weed competi- 
tion during the first 6 weeks 
after planting lowers yields, 
Competttlon late in b grow- 
ing season interferes with 
W i n g  and deaeases the 
quality d tk harvested @- 
ucx. For emmple, weed cmn- 
petition can reduce the size 
of potatoes, and quackgrass 
or nutsedge can actually 
puncture potatoes- 
Knowing when weeds 
emerge is i m p o m t  in deter- 
mining how to control than. 
In addition to competing 
with cmp plants, weeds har- 
bor inseds that attack crops. 
For example, weeds of the 
nighshade family hm3t Cole 
rado potato beetles, which 
attack potatoes, tomatoes, 
and eggplants. Aphids, fre- 
quent carriers of disease, 
commonly live on we& arad 
mwe easily fm weedy bor- 
dem Into the garden. 
W e a d s h a a a s a l t e m t e  
hosts for numerous bacterial 
and viral diseases that are 
carried by feeding insects 
from weeds to crops. Thee- 
fm it is irn ortant to control 
weeds bt l? within the gar- 
den and around it. 
A single weed commonly 
produces thousands of 
seeds-both dormant and 
n-ank 
from3tomthan30yem.  
Table 1 lists a few common 
weed species and the num- 
ber of seeds produced per 
plant per year. 
Some weed seeds lie on 
the surface of the soil but 
others are buried deeply. The 
t op incho fdh  1 acrecon- 
tains an estimated 3 million 
weed sewls. 
New flushes of weeds 
appear shortiy after every 
cultivation because stirring 
the mil the seeds to 
light (triggering pmimtion) 
and to envimentd cord- 
tions that favor seedling 
emergence. Often more 
weed seedlings emerge 
when the soil surface is 
smooth and compact than 
when the surface is rough 
and loose because close 
seed-soil contact is essential 
for germioation. 
Failure to control weeds 
allows seed reserves to re- 
main in the soil, which 
means weed problems may 
persist for years. Through 
careful use of cultural, me- 
chanical, and occasionally 
chemid means, the number 
of weed seeds in cultivared 
soils can gradually be re- 
duced. Timely control w o w  
tbe plants set d is he best 
way to keep weed-seed re- 
=eS from building up. 
Redroot plgweed 
Common lambscpaiters 
Purslane 
Shepherdspume 
Dodder 
Satme Stwens, 0. A. 1932. The number and weight of& pro- 
dtmd by d. A w .  J. Bot. 19:7844. 
WEEDTYPES A m  
LlFE CYCLES 
You d to be familiar with 
weeds and understand their 
life cycles to & the stage 
most easily controlled. To 
begin with, you need to 
know whether a weed is a 
broadleaf or a grass and 
whether it is an annual, M n -  
nial, or perennial piant. 
Weed lie cycIes are illus- 
nated in figure 1. 
-eafed 
plants have broad leaves, 
with small veins radiating 
f E w n P a r g e r w 5 n s l i k t f ~ .  
The flower parts are often In 
fours or he. They may k 
raproots or fibrous roots W 
develop from a primary root. 
A taproot is a large primary 
root with branches growing 
from it; for example, a am 
has a taproot. In a fibrous 
mot system, dl mots are of 
a b u t  equal sh. 
~ G ~ . a s s e s ~ c h a r -  
acteriztd by long, narrow 
leaves with parallel veins. 
They have a fibrws rmt SYS- 
tern, and flower parts arc 
mostly in threes or multiples 
of three. 
Annuals. Annuals germl- 
mare. grow, flower, and set 
seed in 1 year or less. The 
group can be divided into 
winter and sununer annuals. 
Winter annuals germinate 
intheEaJ1.oradywinterand 
die the next summer; sum- 
mer annuals germinate In the 
spring and die in the 611. 
Temperature and light are 
rwo Important mechanisms 
that trigger germination of 
annuds. 
Day length b also a criti- 
aI trigger, awing the plant 
to shift f m  vegetative ( 1 4  
to reproductive (flower) 
growth. Seedlings that 
emerge earty (when days arc 
longer) are likely to b m e  
hFpJ-beforeflowering, 
and produce thousands of 
seeds. kedlhgs that emerge 
later are soon exposed to 
shortening day lengths and 
I 
Weed Idmtification 
rhus are quite small when 
flowering k p s .  Such plams 
produce fewer d. 
A few annuals, such as 
purslane and galinsoga, are 
not sensitive to day length. 
They may produce 4 or 5 
generations in a single grow- 
ing season. Annuals are k s t  
controlled when they are 
very small seedlings hut. at 
all costs, should be removed 
hefore they set seed. 
B h d h  Biennials com- 
plete their life cycles in two 
growing =sons. During the 
f i t  year, they geminate but 
fm only a leafy rosette (a 
cluster of leaves radiating 
from one point and lying 
close to the ground), In the 
smmd p r  they Form o la@ 
stem that matures and pro- 
duces flowers and . 
Biennials may be found 
any time c f  yar  and are most 
easily mntmlled in the early 
growing stage of the first 
year. Yellow rocket is an ex- 
ample of a bimnial. 
Perennials. Perennials 
grow for many years and 
usually p d u c e  seeds each 
year. Many seeds are inca- 
pable of growing, however. 
What makes the plants 
perennial are their under- 
ground reproductive or- 
gans-tubers, bulbs, stolons, 
or rhizomes-which l ive 
from yew to year and pro- 
d m  new top growth annually. 
At d ~ e  start of the seawn, 
new phnw sprc-ut from buds 
on the underground parts 
often found deep in the soil. 
Few ruors are found k a u s e  
initial plan1 nourishment 
comes from the parent rhi- 
m e ,  tuber, bulb, or stolon. 
Firs4 growth is rdpid and nei- 
ther mechanical nor ch ic11  
wed conml d y  in the sea- 
son d t m  much to reduce the 
vigor of the underground 
reproductive structures. 
Like annuals, perennials 
are influenced lly day length. 
Day length aLsu conv0Is the 
transportation of food re- 
serves as well as the vegeta- 
tive growth of m i a l s .  As 
days shorten in late summer, 
food reserves move to the 
underground reproductive 
organs for simag6. 
Contrd measures must 
take advantage of this flaw of 
T d  reserves. Repwd top- 
kill or removal during the 
summer "starva" the rwme 
organs. Some chemicals 
penetrate the leaves and at- 
tach to the food reserves 
being stored. When the 
chemical mavesl to the under- 
ground reproductive struc- 
tures it kills the plant. 
Comd of pere&, par- 
ticularly chemical control. is 
often most successful in the 
fall o r  occasionally in the 
early spring following harvest 
and tifore planting. Quack- 
grass is a pe~emial w d .  
~ k t ~ s i m p k t w a y a o  
h h t I f y a d h t o h m k i h t  
at the lea- and flowem w 
determine whether it is a 
broadleaf or a grass. (See 
Weed Types d life Cycks, 
page 5.) Next dig It up and 
look at the underground 
p r t t s t o ~ w b e t b e r i t  
I s m u m d o r a p e d  
@rypes 5 and 6.) 
Thewedsinthigbulkdn i 
= - b y w F d  
brnadkave~, Wcnnlnls, pw- 
ennial grasses, perennial 
broadleavem, and annual 
m. O n e  you've detcr- 
~ ~ t r p e o f y o u r w e e d ,  
@P~*-pondlngsc~- 
tlw and find a pic- that 
resembles it. Read the weed 
descrlptlon for a positive 
W e n w a t h L  
Jm kb- Mr. W J~rrne July Aus. Sept <kt w. m. Jan. Fdx Mar. M. J* AU*. w - ~ .  & 
*-a*. 
1 1 - 0 0  
0 -  1 
@. Feb. I&. w* rn JIlrr hb w sCpt. Oa. Nw. b 
6 
WEED IDENTIFICATION 
Annual- 
COMMON 1 LAMHSQUARTEIIS 
( C w i u m  album) 
Fam. Cl-iertopdacae 
LAMBSQUARTERS grows 
rapidly and adapts to many 
d s a a d ~ l t b  
P shallow, maay-branched 
taproot system. The above- 
g r o u n d m ~ ~ p l a n t ~  
-;md-Eangiog 
framSto6kthigh.Smns 
a~eemtartdsbdywithas- 
ceadlw branches. Leaves 
vary in shape, the lower 
---d 
the uppa k v e r  lance 
*ped-j.Tby- 
M y  covered with wh& 
glands. Small, meaty, pale 
gmn--tw 
formhdu9te*ionspilresar 
the ends of stems and 
branches and h the a d s .  
occurs from edy 
summer to fall and does not 
depend oa day length, al- 
though a 16-hour day will 
bwn mamr 
Ity. La . . w- 
ducesbyseedGamimtbn 
beg- in mid- to late May 
and contin- b g h  Au- 
grreafrutmmulempidly 
fkhffltangmnmsartd 
02' m 41' F). Tbe Ufe we 
o r t h e ~ i s ~ I n 4  
m o n t h s . A s ~ ~ Z I l 1 C W B I  
broadleaf 4, lambqmr- 
rers Is besr controlled by 
me&ddmeanswfienttbe 
W W d p a R v c r y d .  
COMMON 
PURSLANE: 
(Pmrulaca oleram) 
Fam. Portulamceae 
PURSLANE is characterized 
by its fleshy, succulent foii- 
age. It has a taproot system 
and fleshy. freely branching 
stems that lie on the ground 
and fwm mats up to 1 fm in 
diameter. Leaves are usually 
opposite or occasionally al- 
ternate, oval, juicy, smooth, 
and often reddish or m n  
tinged with green. Flowers, 
which are found at the axils. 
are smaII, single, and yellow. 
Small oval capsules split to 
release the many small dust- 
like seeds that reproduce 
purslane. After the soil warms 
in the spring, purslane ma- 
tures rapidly, flowering and 
fruiting from June until frost. 
The thick, juicy nature of this 
plant makes i t  relatively 
drought resistant and enables 
i t  to regrow from stem 
pieces. Those characteristics 
make purslane a particularly 
difficult weed to control. The 
easiest way to control sum- 
mer annual broadleaf weeds 
such as common purslane is 
to remove them by mechani- 
cal means when the weeds 
are very small. 
COMMON 
RAGWEED 
(Am- a m  
COMMON RAGWEED, a 
member of the daisy family, 
has a shallow root system 
!&ifoIhI that is taprooted. but some- 
Fam. Compositae what fibrous. The plant 
grows 2 to 4 feet tall and the 
stems may be unbranched or 
bushy, and hairless or cov- 
ered with a dense mass of 
stiff, erect short hairs. Mature 
leaves, which resemble fern 
fronds, are deeply cleft, 6 to 
12 inches long, and 4 to 6 
wide. Male and female 
flowers develop separately 
on the same pIant. Female 
flowers are green, stemless, 
and inconspicuous; they are 
borne singly or In dustem on 
leaf axh. The greenish white 
male flowers are d w d  in 
10 to 100 spikes ar the ends 
of stems and branches. Rag- 
weed flowers and produces 
seed during August a d  Sep 
temt>er.Tlaeoptimalsoiltem- 
perature for germination is 
between 50' and 80" F. I t  
reproduces by d; germina- 
tion begins in May and is 
almdst mplete by late June. 
The easiest way to controI 
summer annual broadleaf 
weeds such as common rag- 
weed is to remove them 
mechanically when they are 
very small. 
HAIRY G ~ N ~ G A  HAIRY GALINSOGA is an 
annual weed with a taproot (Galinsoga cfliuta) and it reprodues from seed. 
Fam. Compositae The stems are erect (1 to 2 
feet taII>, branching, and 
densely mered  with coarse 
hairs. Leaves are opposite, 
with adjacent leaf pairs ar- 
ranged at right angles. They 
are oval. nearly as wide as 
they are long, coarsely 
toothed, and hahy, with Lhlre 
major veins originating from 
a common point at the base. 
flower heads are very small, 
numerous, and scattered at 
the ends of the branches. 
IndividualfbwershavewMe 
petals with a yellow center. 
Secds are vwy small, densely 
haired, and brown to black; 
they have a white membmne 
with rough edges at the tip. 
Seeds germinate readily in 
the upper half inch of soil 
from May to September and 
ape not dormant at maturity. 
Galinsaga is not responsive 
to photoperiod, which means 
that it flowers and sets seed 
throughout the growing sea- 
son. Because of that, four or 
five generations a n  grow in I 
1 year in many areas of the 
northeastern United States. 
Them is also some evidence 
[hat plants can reroot from 
stem pieces. You a n  control 
hairy galinsoga by mechani- 
cal means throughout the I 
season. It is a summer annual I 
broadleaf weed. I 
REDROOT PIGWEED plants 
usually grow 2 to 3 feet talt 
butmaygtpwastallas6feet 
They have a shallow taproot 
*em, and the aehl  podon 
consists of erect, many- 
branched stems that are 
green to slightly reddish. 
h v e s  nre lanceolate, dull, 
dark green, and alternate. 
with distinct veins and scat- 
t e d  hair& FlomIiflg begins 
in July and continues thmugh 
Septemk. Small green flow- 
ers are on dense, fingedike 
spikes grouped in Long clus- 
ters. It reproduces by seed; 
when d P I  mature, rhey 
are dormant. Germination is 
influencd by temperature, 
soil type, and day length bur 
continues throughout the 
summer if moisture is ade- 
quate. The optimal soil tem- 
perature for gemination is 
berween go and lMO P. Be- REDROOT 
cause redroot pigweed ger- PIGWEED 
minates rapidly and the seeds (Amarantbtcs ret&XwI 
have a shorter domancy p Fam. Amararrthaceae 
ddinarlyandrnidunmer, 
two genemtions per year are 
common. Redrwt pigweed is 
a summer annual broadleaf 
weed, controlled best by 
mechanical mmns when the 
plants are ting. 
DODDER is a parasltk plant, 
which means it gets its nutri- 
ents from ano~her plant, Ir 
reproduces by seed. After 
germination, each seedling 
emerges as a hed ike  stem. 
The srem elongates rapidly 
until it  encounters a host 
plant. It then coils tightly 
around the host's stem, send- 
ing --like projections Into 
Its vascular h s .  Ir has no 
m e  r m s .  Dodder absorbs 
water and nutrients f ~ o m  the 
host, reducing iu growth. 
Once attached ta a host, the 
seedlings grow rapidly, 
b h  mensivdy, and form 
dense mats. Competition 
from dodder In the early 
stages of vegetable growth 
Feduces yieId by an winutal 
35 lo 50 percent. It infests 
mostly broadleaf plants. 
Srem of dodder are leaflm, 
sl&, smooth, and pale or- 
ange to reddish. Flowers are 
inconspicuous and whitish; 
they grow in l m e  clusters 
onsMaaks .Se&are le~s  
than Y 16 inch in diameter- 
dustlike to the naked eye. 
They have rhe granular tex- 
ture of pepper and are yel- 
low reddish hmn. They 
are hard-seeded, which 
means . . they have . .  i m p m e -  . 
ab4eseedcoatsandthushme 
long dormant p e r i d .  W k n  
dormancy is broken the 
seeds gembate w d t y  from 
April to October. The para- 
sitic plant must lx controlled 
before it attack to a h a .  It 
is also important to prwent 
dadder from forming seed. 
Conml of this annual para- 
sitic weed is extremely dffi- 
c u L o x e i t b ~ . J t i s  
k t  m f l e d  by hmdw 
removal at its first appear- 
ance. If  it becomes estab- 
lished, removal of the host 
plants may be q u i d .  
FIELD DODDER 
CHICKWEED, a member of 
the carnation famdy, repro- 
duces by seed. It is techni- 
cally an annual, but it mier- 
am mid wmther and often 
survives mild winters. The 
plants have shaIlow, f-rous 
r o o t s ) p s z e m s . S t e m s ~ 3 t 0  
15 inches long and are 
widely branched, forming 
thick, springy mats. Each 
stem has a single line of 
white hairs h a t  shifts from 
one side of the stem to the 
h e r  bmwa ride. mm 
the branches are prostrate, 
they form r o o ~ s  ar h e  nodes 
Fully mended leaves are ?lz 
inch long, opposite, and 
srnoaxh, although the mnr- 
~ ~ h v e ~ ~ m e y a r e  
bright, w green, n* 
rmmd with pointed tip. The 
leaf pairs close around the 
Hem rat night. Coaspicuous 
bur riny flowers r e m l d i n g  
starbursts form an long 
stab, sin& or in in 
leaf axils, The flower's five 
petals are deeply I M i  ap- 
pearing as ten *&Is, The 
flowers open only on sunny 
daplsandlast@Stldq.7'lleir 
SHEPHEBDSPURSE is a overwinters, and in the 
rrYember d h e  m ~ & r d  b- spring of the following year, 
ily, which includes many rheflmerstaIk-Frgm 
w e d s  and swmal popular i t  and ban flowers fwm 
v e g ~ b t e c m p ~ g ~ ,  spring until la~e fall.The 
M, d & % W p  aalI;ud, f l ~ ~ a  b W h d k d  w 
and radish, S ~ ~ p u r s e  lightly lxxmhd, gmwing I; 
~ w e s b y & . ~ w t h  t r , 1 8 ~ s a l I . ~ m k ~  
ffam seed first produce5 a mature seed pods on irs 
memofI~vesthatm3to h m a n d f l w v e m a n  
6 &a lmg arrd l Y 2  h b  ib u p p r  portion. W-1 
wick. m 1 ~ -  umuy flowers have 4 W E  p@&
deeply Iobed o r  coarsely and are lw than Yq iwh h 
toothed, sh-nilar to &ox of diameter. Wives aE@c&xl €a 
seeds are small-abou~ Yidr 
inch, Those Wr rlpen during 
warn weather can gemiaG 
immdh~b, how that ripen 
Lo mkl w&r r q k  aha- 
nating coId and warn fern- 
peratures for germination. 
Seeds malure 5 to 7 week 
after rhc parent plant gemi- 
nates. During a shgle grow- 
ing season, four or five gen- 
~ ~ ~ f c b l C k w e e $ c a n b E  
exoected, You can control 
ti-& annual (often winter 
amdl  hmadleaf weed by 
muzinuously t e o v b p  it 
wnsanr: 
& * W W r n  
seed pods are kf heart- 
&@, and a&ed to the 
~ 1 ~ 1 U E a t ~ c * r n b -  
~~~ c m m h  
Z P Q W ~ Q ~ ~ <  p ~ ~- 
Imq--- 
t h  m r s  m m  rad*, in 
 inthe the 
htl w ar ty  sp~ing, 3hep- 
hqdspurse b P b r w d h f  
w e d ~ ~ m y l w a ~  
QP winter mnwl. It Is k t  
ow~mlled by early ,and 
t b i y m d u m l m l d  
'I 
WILD MUSTARD reproduces 
by seed, germinating in the 
I late summer and fall. In the 
first year i t  forms a rosette 11 with leaves on short stalks called pi-tioles. The rosette 
i leaves are rmgularly lobtd or coarsely toorhed with bristly hairs. During the following I summer a flower stalk 
emerges from the rosette. 
The stalk is erect and 
branched near the top, 
Flower stalk leaves are 
smaller than rosette leaves, 
seldom lobed, and attached 
directly ro the stem. Flowers, 
which grow in clusters at the 
ends of branches, are con- 
spicuous, bright yellow, and 
have four petals. Seeds are 
bomeinlong*.Ench@ 
contains one to ten smaoth 
black seeds in individual 
compartments. As a winter 
annual bmdleaf weed, wad 
mustard Is k t  controlled by 
removal during the rosette 
stage, 
W U O W  ROCKIT is a mem- 
ber of the mustard family, It 
is generally -ed as a bi- 
ennial; seeds germinate in 
the summer or fall and farm 
an ovawintering mmc with 
a yellow taproot. Rosette 
leaves are 2 8 inches long 
and have a large, round ter- 
minal lobe with 1 to 4 pairs 
I 
of small, deeply indented, 
oval l& nar rhe leaf b e .  
Three to eight stems grow 
from each rosette in the 
spting of the second growing 
seam. The stems of yellaw 
rocket are smooth and 
sturdy, growing 1 to 3 feet 
tall. Leaves are deep green 
and smooth. Leaf shape var- 
ies with position on the plant. 
Stem leaves are alternate and 
may resemble basal leaves or 
may be toothed, without bas- 
al lobes. I t  reproduces by &. Flowers are bright yel- 
low, ?a inch in diameter, with 
four petah f m e d  in 5-inch- 
long clusters at the ends of 
branches. Flowering occurs 
during April and May. Dark 
greenseedpods~1inchlon# 
and Yn inch in diameter) dt- R O C m  
velop from the flowers. Seeds 
are very small (YJZ inch in 
diameter1 and linhr veilow to 
v - 
brown when mature. The 
whole plant normally dies in 
the fall but occasionally a 
rosette continues to send up 
flower stalks in the spring for 
several years. A biennial. 
hroadlaf w short-lived per- 
ennial w d ,  yellow mket is 
best conmlled by removal in 
the rosette stage or early in 
the flowering stage, before 
SBedS a K  m a n r ~ .  
COMMON YELLOW 
W-OODSORREL 
( a x a l i s s ~ )  
Fam. Oxalidacae 
COMMON YELLUW WOQD- 
SORREL, a very familiar pesa 
inhomegnrdens,qwahce3 
by seed. It is hypothesized 
that the plant overwinters as 
buds on underground roots, 
It is frequedy confte4sd whh 
clover. The mature phm a n  
k bushy or can form cam- 
sive mats. The plants have 
taprouts and the stem are 
erlryeem-lyine 
FIELD BINDWEED, a vine- 
like pereial h t  is a mem 
ber of the morningglory fam- 
il y, reproduces by seed and 
by roots. Stems are 
s m o o t h o r ~ ~ h a i r y ,  
d&r, and twining and cm 
@ow to form chsely tangled 
mats. Leaves are alternate 
and smooth. Although they 
vary in fw - d ~  
membIe arrowheads. Flow- 
ering occurs from spring to 
late summer but peaks in 
June. Blossoms occur singly 
in leaf &Is and are shaped 
on the ground and forming 
roots at the nodes. Upper 
stems branch freely. leaves 
are ahernate and consist of 
three b & p t d  Ida on 
long leaf stems ( tioles). 
no- are ryp&ye~ow, 
havefivepemls,;xndareclus- 
t e d  in groups of t h e  on 
long stalks. Seeds are en- 
dosed in long, cylindrical, 
Mry capdm with pointed 
tips. When mature, the nu- 
merous seeds are ejected 
explosively; bemuse d their 
small size they a n  be pro- 
pelled many feet. 'lhis bmd- 
leaf weed, which may be 
penrial or summer annual 
produced from seed, can tx 
controlled by clan cultiva- 
tion. Remove the young 
W e d S b e f ~ ~ ~  
. 
like mqxts w F u d ,  with 
five b e d  white or pink pet- 
ak. One to four s d s  are en- 
closed in each egg-shaped 
capsule. Most of the seeds 
are viable; about Y4 of them 
germinate immtdiarely; the 
remink have an impmm- 
able & m and require an 
overwintering mod hfore 
they germinate. The weed is 
perennial h u s e  of the re- 
productive ability d the ex- 
rensive rhizome-producing 
root system. A 6-week~ld 
plant can produce new 
s h w  from t w ~  buds. Until 
mid-summer, top growth 
draws on mot resemes f ~ r  
food. In the early fall, rmtti- 
ents =turn to the roots for 
storage. New shoots that 
emerge from the rhizome 
buds are more v@mm than 
plantsarisingfrom&.TNs 
perennial broadleaf weed 
may Ix o~ltmllcd by remrw- 
alofthesebdllngForms,bucif 
the weed has become dab 
Ilshed, chmacal d m y  
IE necasay+ 
YELLOW NUTSEDG E is a 
grasslike member of the 
sedge f d y  that q d u @ e s  
byundergmdtukscalled 
nutlets, It has a fhmus mt 
system and a n e ~ ~ ~ s e m  that 
g ~ p ~ s 1 t o 3 ~ m l l . V i e w e d  
I in cross d o n ,  the stem is 
triangular. The leaves are 
very narrow, pale green, 
smooth, and shiny on the 
upper surfam The leaf blade 
I bends up along its middle 
vein, making its cross sec- 
tion V-shaped. Flower clus- 
ters appear fm early to late 
summer when days are 12 to 
14 hours long. A flattened 
yellow flower duster forms 
on a stalk arising from the 
center of the base of the 
plant. Yellow nutsedge is 
perennial because small 
underground tubers form on 
r k  tip d rhbma. The nut- 
lets avelwinfer, wiving  soil 
~ r a ~ a s a o l d ~ W F ,  
and sprout from May to late 
JuIy. W e s ,  m, and m 
of new plants graw until the 
shortening days of late sum- 
mer trigger nutlet formation. 
In a single yar rhe outward 
p w t h o f r l l ~ f m f n o n e  
nutlet a n  p d u x  1.m new 
plants and 7,000 new Mltlets. 
Although frost kills the 
aboveground portion, nutlets 
~viableforonetothree 
years. Nutsedge should tw 
c o n t d e d t l e f m i t ~ t o  
form nutlets. You a n  ronuol 
this perennial sedge by me- 
chanical reinowl particularty 
before nutlet formation be- 
gins early In the seam.  
QUACKGRAS OR COUCH- The flower s p h  are 4 to 10 plants. Tbe rk$wm tips we 
GRASS b an aggrtsive per- h&$s long, den- so sha@y puhW h r  they Q U A C K G W  
ennial-grassthst d e r h t x d s o f ~ s e e d l i n g  a n ~ p x a t o m f m s .  @ ! Y W ~  m, f o m  
reproducesbydandby qmdtpsihasatlbrousroot -69bestcmlmIkd &-J 
Stems are 15 to 30 system, kt by the time the when the plants are in h e  Pam. Gramineae 
inches tall and have sew4 plant has five leaves, rbi- s e w  stage, before rhC 
t i t l e r s . h v ~ a r e ~ o n  m e a b $ z ~ t ~ ~ . l h  zomesdwelop.Qncem&- 
top but rough underneath h4omes pow mpidly and Wed, this perennial 
and are distinguished by ewmhefy, aWeQ up to 3 fet weed may be csn 
d q h g ,  claw-like a- at long. &u& on nodts of the chemid means. 
?he b e  of the leaf blade. rhizomes &le rise to new 
YELLOW FOXTAIL 
(Setarla &hum) 
F m .  Gramineae 
YELLOW FOXTAIL is a shal- 
low, fibrous-rooted annual 
grass that reproduces by 
seed. Smooth, flat srems 
branch at the buse and grow 
1 to 2 feet !all. They ofren 
become pmsmte, with rmts 
fo- at the &. leaves 
are 4 to 12 inetmes long a d  Y.I 
inch wide at the base. There 
are no auricles. The base of 
the leaf has a fringe oaf hairs 
(Yib inch long) that an? b e d  
together at the battom. The 
easiest way to *ufy yellow 
fd is by the long, mggly 
white hairs clustered mar the 
base of the upper leaf sur- 
face, The remainder of the 
leaf is s n l d .  The seed head 
is a compact, slightly m p e d  
cylinder covered with soft 
yellow bristles. The head 
gmws 1 ro 5 In&= h g d  
has small seeds densely 
packed dong it. Y e h  fox- 
tail seeds are not donnanr 
when shed so they can 
e t e  immediately. The 
optimal tempmawre for ger- 
mination is 68' [o 95' F. 
Emergence occurs when 
seeds are in k m p Y 4  to 1% 
inch of soil. Sesdlings m c h  
maturity and produce new 
seedsin4OdrrysorLess.This 
summer annual gassy weed 
is wntmlled by mechanical 
removal before seeds are 
shed. 
URGE CRABGRASS 
rnitarla sa?i&u#nalsl 
Fam. Gramineae 
LARGE CRA6GRASS has a fi- The flower is a 2- to 7-inch dormant when s k L  -use 
brous root system. The plant spike with 3 to 13 fmgdike of its pmmte growth habit, 
isgmadypaostrak, branch- projcctlons on which the large crabgrass is not con- 
ing and spreading exten- & are h. This charac- but always m e  
sively, forming roots at the teristic Is the basis for the tive. B is an ahemate hosl for 
leaf nodes, Stems are often genus name, Digits*. large several plant viruses, This 
purplish or green. Stems, leaf c r a w  p d u a  many titl- summer annual grassy weed 
sheaths, and leaf blades are ers, ach conmining a flawer. is controlled by mechanfd 
b l y  hairy. teaves rn nar- Seeds germinate from mid- means. 
row and 2 to 6 inches long. spring to late summer and are 
FAU PAMCUM is a fibrow 
-gmss-+= 
b y ~ ' L h e p l a r r t ~ u ~  
t 0 3 M m d h S W m S  
beadardaejolnts,mdngan 
upfight but branching form. 
Outer stems, tying on the 
s o i Z i m t w x s a t t h e n d a .  
~ ~ e 8 a E ~ t t ,  b'al 
InchwideandBt018Inches 
b, wfth a went, vak 
green center vein. Leaf 
b l a b  are dutl on top 
a d  glnssp on the lower sur- 
face. The upper surface may 
be spmdy hwy but usually 
is smooth. Fall panicum 
flowers from late June until 
October. The seed head is 
distinctive, Being delicate 
with long, wispy flower 
dksbomeonashgksrcm. 
Newly s h d  st& are W- 
mant and requim a 4-nmmh FALL PANICUM 
cold period Mwe gwinha- Pmhm 
ing. The optimal sol1 tem- d k b ~ t o m m )  
pemture for germination is Fnm. Gmmheae 
80' F. As a summer annual 
grassy weed, fall pmicum is 
best mmlled by m w -  
ml means. 
Now '#is the swng,  and we& are sballowr00tecd; 
Suffer Ehem n w  and tbey'lC o'qrcnu tbe gar&. 
-Sba-m, King Henry VI 
Bmed by the &@t o f m ~ r i e s  he lkms 
upon hiF hoe &#am orm the g m i @  
me emptinm in b& fucg 
And on bLs back the b t s h  of tkmrM4 
- W n  Madbarn, The Man with h e  HE 
WEED CONTROL STRATEGIES 
CONTROLLING WEEDS is 
not simple, They have 
evolved complex mec ha- 
nisms that enable them to 
survive in a wide range of 
conditiom. Weeds have great 
adaptive abilities, therefore 
multiple techniques are 
needed to control rfiem. 
Four basic weed control 
strategies can be used by the 
home gardener: prevention, 
mechanical control, cultural 
control, and chemical con- 
trol. Careful use of the first 
three often provides ade- 
quate weed control for the 
garden without tesorring to 
the use of chemicals. 
Prevention is sunply good 
housekeeping. Use clean 
=d that is not mntamhml 
by weed seed, Fresh mure  
may contain many weed 
seeds. When fertilizing with 
manure or compost, make 
sure it has k e n  eiher stock- 
piled for 6 to 12 months or 
heat-treated; both practices 
klll the weed . 
Keeping the garden pe- 
rimeter close cut prevents 
weed plants from pruduc@ 
seeds and reJuces the splead 
of wee& into the garden as 
well as insect and d i  in- 
festations. Perennial weeds, 
in particular, s h d d  be kept 
from s p d i n g  into the gar- 
den because they are ex- 
tremely difficult to control 
during the growing scslson. 
Mechanical weed control 
isusedmostcommdy.Ub 
clad- hand weeding, plow- 
ing, tilling, and hoeing. Al- 
though often considered the 
most burdensome part of 
gardening, mechanical con- 
trol is highly effective. 
Numerous techniques fall 
into the category of cultural 
con&. nPey indude mulch- 
ing, plan- early, minimum 
tillage, and platlring cmn* 
live crops. Cultural tech- 
niques used In conjunction 
with mechanical operations 
control most garden weeds 
dectivel y. 
As a last resort, you may 
choose chemical control. 
Only a few herbicides are 
r e g i s t d  for home garden 
usk, and with good r-kon. 
There are few advantages 
and numerMls disadwntak 
of using herbicides in small 
areas, 
The remainder of this bul- 
letin describes in detail the 
three major weed control 
strategi-mechanical, cul- 
tural, and chwniml. 
STRATEGY 1. 
Mecbanicul C o d  
Home gardeners a n  control 
weeds successfully bough- 
o u ~  the seawn with machani- 
cal techniques. A consider- 
able amount of hand labor is 
n e w ,  however. A priaA 
of neglect (for example, a 2- 
or 3-week vacation) in the 
midst of summer usually 
spells disaster if other con- 
Erds a= got used. 
Weed controI practices 
should begin when a garden 
site is c h .  Many new gar- 
dens are situated on aban- 
doned land or grassy areas 
that have not k e n  c u l t i d  
for many years. Such land 
very likely has a heavy infes- 
tation of quackEg.ass and p 
sibly ather pe& we&. 
plot lrY allowing muJtpkntamden s d ,  it should 
be treated with a herbicide 
that is both nonsehxtive and 
systemic before plowing or 
hand-turning the soil. (Nan- 
selective herbicides kill all 
types of plants; systemic 
herbicides are absorbed by 
one part of a plant and dis- 
tributed internally to orher 
pans.) The herbicide should 
be applied in early to mid-fall 
well before a hard killing 
f a  and when the weeds are 
green and actively growing. 
The herbicide will be m m b  
cated to the underground 
portions of most plants, 
where it will destroy their 
root and rhizome systems. 
The nonselective, systemic 
herbicide may be applied 1 
to2wtxkMmpbwingin 
the spring, but systemic 
herbicides work less effec- 
tively when plants are @in- 
ning their spring growth 
Hand weed-. Hand 
pultng weeds as they a p  
@a good temporary ~ l t s  
and is good exercise. It is ef- 
fective for controlling a I1 
d i n g s  and annual and bi- 
ennialwedpcbItis less  
efiedive in c m l d i i  estab 
lkhed because i t is 
nearly lmpsitae to pull out 
all the underground repro- 
ductive structures. Weeds 
pull out more easily after 
heavy rain or watering. 
P- Plowing alone 
prwidw good control of per- 
ennial weeds whereas roto- 
tilling generally does not, In 
m soils one cannot rotaill 
deeplyenoughtodcatroy~ 
deep perennial mat 7. 
In the case of quackgrass, a 
rototiller cuts  t he  under-  
ground rhizomes into small 
pieces. which encourages 
spmuting. Hand forking or 
spading of old sod is abo 
effective but very strenuous. 
In small (such as 100 square 
feet) gadens, however. spad- 
ing would k adequate. 
Tilllag, Rototilling does 
an exwllmt job of preparing 
a seedbed in a garden that 
has k e n  established for sw- 
era1 years. but it should he 
kept to  a minimum. 
Although a tlller chops up 
the previous year's vegetable 
and weed residue and incor- 
porates i t  into t h e  soil, its 
shearing action compacts and 
destroys the soil structure,  
especially when wet. Adding 
compost, manure, or other 
organic matter to the soil 
minimizes the compacting 
effects of rototilling. 
Many people misuse the 
tiller hy running the machine 
either too deeply 12 inches is 
sufficient) or too fast A tiler 
should nor be run at a speed 
that mnuuls thc operaor; rhe 
o,pemtor should always be in 
full control of the machine. 
You cgn maintain control by 
operating the riller at a low 
rpm and by adjusting the 
depth so the tiller digs into 
the soil rather than walking 
over the surface. 
To cultivate a growing 
garden, set the rotatiller at a 
shallow depth-about 1 
inch-and till when weeds 
are tiny. Otherwise the tiller 
will transplant rather than 
eliminate weeds. 
H-g. Lightly scraping 
the soil surface is the most ef- 
fective way to control smaU 
weds (less than Yz inch tall). 
Weeds axe cut off just below 
the sufidce and no new weed 
seed5 are brought up. In ad- 
dition, vegetable roots are 
not damaged or severed. 
Another reason for hoeing 
is  t o  create a shallow {% inch 
to Y J  inch) surface layer of dry 
soil mulch. Keeping that 
layer dry prevents weeds in 
the layer from sprouting and 
conserves moisture by slow- 
ing evaporation of surface 
water. 
Hoeing should be done 
when weeds are tiny. Always 
hoe 3 to 4 days after a rain. 
By then, many weed seeds 
have swelled and are ready 
to geminate or have alrcady 
germinated. A shallow hoe- 
ing at this time dries out the 
sGl surface and prevents 
seedlings from becoming 
established. 
Many w p l e  misuse a hoe 
by treating it as if it were a 
shovel. I t  is important to 
choose an appropriate hoe 
design and undersmnd hoe- 
ing techniques. 
Many shapes and designs 
of hms are availahIe, but gar- 
deners should avoid a few 
that a re  poorly designed. 
L w k  for s hot  wirh a blade 
that is in one biece rather 
than two welded pieces: re- 
p t c d  use will Imak the hoe 
at the weld point. 
Severdl types of hoes are 
illustratd in figure 2. 
Scraping is most readily 
accomolished with a wheel 
hoe, skufne hoe, or onibn 
hoe. 
The blades of chopping 
hoes tend to dig holes or era- 
ters rather than scrape the 
soil surface. Soil builds up 
behind the blade and is de- 
posited unevenly in small 
piles. The chopping hoe i s  
more appropriate in rocky 
soils or for thmhg crops. 
The warren hoe is an ex- I 
cellmt loo1 for making rows , 
and shallow ditches b u t  
poorly designed for severing 
w c ~ d s .  
A rectangular hoe called 
an onion or tobacco-thinning 
11- is shaped best for weed- 
ing. This hoe allows you ro 
scrape the sail and ,  if it is 
held at the correct angle. the 
soil flows over i t  rather than 
builds up hehind it. 
Where rocks arc not com- 
m o n ,  the well-designed 
scuffle hoe and wheel hoe 
are also effective. 
Gently scratching the soil 
surface a few days before 
your crops emerge controls 
weed seedlings on or just 
below the soil surface. A 
bamboo or metal leaf rake is 
[he best choice for this pur- 
pose. This technique is very 
effective on slowly emerging, 
small-seeded vegetables such 
as arrm, parsley, New Zea- 
land spinach, and parsnips. 
Be sure, though, that your 
vegetabk plants are seeded 
deeply enough so they aren't 
disturbed. 
STRATEGY 2. 
Cultldtral Contml 
Cultural methods of weed 
control use practices com- 
mon to good soil manage- 
ment and moisture comma-  
tion. Several are effective in 
home gardens. nKse include 
using organic o r  inorganic 
mulch, using the stale 
seedbed mcchod, planting 
compclitive varieties, plant- 
ing early, using successive 
planting and intercropping, 
using good crop manage- 
ment techniques, planting 
cover crops or living mulch, 
nwtlllage, and minimum till- 
age systems, 
Mnkh MuIch spmd ovw 
garden soil suppcesses weed 
growth by blocking light. 
Used correctly, mulch not 
only controls weeds but also 
conservessoilmolstu~byre- 
ducing water evaporation, 
B e f m  laying any mulch, 
allow the soil to warm in the 
spring sun. Mulch should not 
normally be applied in the 
Northeast before May. Very 
early vegetables can be 
mulched after they have 
gmwn. 
The area must be well 
watered More mulch is hid, 
espedally if black plastic is to 
k used. That initial warering 
will supply the young plants 
with moistu~ until their roots 
grow far enough to tind ohm 
water. 
Using mulch to control 
weeds in the home garden 
saves labor and time during 
the growing season but re- 
quires an expenditure of 
labor and time early in the 
season. Laying plastic may 
take one minute per foot; 
laying straw or grass clip- 
pings takes less time. 
After that initial invest- 
ment, however, you need 
only monitor the weeds. If 
some escape, pull them out 
or put on another layer of 
mulch. 
Bemuse of its aost, mulch 
is usually laid over the 
planted garden raw; other 
weed control methods ~rn be 
used to control weeds be- 
tween the rows, If aides are 
left uncovered, weed them 
by hand or cultivate them. 
li&ng or tilling complement 
the use of mulcl~. 
Various materials are used 
as mulch. Some are organic, 
meaning they are degradable 
and can be incorporated into 
the soil at the end of the sea- 
son. Others are inorganic, 
thus nondegradable, and 
must be removed. 
Degradable plastics are 
being developed to break 
down by the end of the 
growing season. Because 
they are activared by sun- 
hght, the degree of dctemra- 
tion varies depending on the 
amount of sunlight and on 
the shade cast by the vege- 
table and weed plants. Same 
r)rpes are further degradd by 
microorganisms after k ing  
panially broken down by the 
sun and then plowed w tilled 
into the soil. 
Materials used as mulch 
Include straw, grass clip- 
pings, plastic, newspaper, 
leaves, shredded bark, and 
seed hulk Selection depends 
on the availability, effedive- 
ness, cost, and even the ap- 
pearance of the mulching 
material. 
Clear a d  wMte plastic are 
not mommendedfor home 
gardens. They promote the 
growth of many vegetables, 
but also accelerate weed 
growrh because they allow 
light to pass through. 
The type of weeds to be 
controlled is also important. 
Annual weeds, which rep- 
duce by seed, can be con- 
trolled by almost all mukhes. 
Control bT pxemds, which 
repduce by roots or other 
vigorous plant structures, 
requires thicker, less pene- 
trable mulches. 
If  we& are too tall to k 
covered by a mulch, fjrst 
mow or hoe them, then 
cover the area with a dense 
mulch-for example, saw- 
dust, cardboard, tarpaper, or 
black plastic, 
Other considerations are 
important when choosing 
mulching material. Grass 
clippings from lawns treated 
with W d d e s  may damage 
vegetables. The hulls of 
buckwheat and some other 
seeds may contain plant- 
growth inhibitors thar could 
retard the growth of young 
plants. Manure frequently 
contains live weed seeds. 
Hay ccmains unwanted grass 
seed. Almost aU mdches har- 
Imr and encourage a popula- 
tion of slugs and rodents. 
Too much organic mulch 
may absarb rain and over- 
head irrigation water, causing 
the vegetables to suffer from 
wakr srress (lack of water). 
Because mulch works by 
blocking light to the germi- 
nating weed seed, it mum be 
dense. The density depends 
on the thickness and type of 
mulching material. 
A layer of grass clippings, 
for example, needs to be 
only 1 to 2 inches thick to 
exclude the m e  amount of 
light as 4 to 6 i des  of straw. 
Black plastic is normally 1 or 
11/2 mils (thousandths of an 
inch) thick. Thinner plastic 
allows light to penetrate and 
weeds to grow beneath it. 
Black plastic raises the 
temperature of the topoil by 
up to lo0 F at cawin tlmes of 
the day. Organic mulches 
such as straw or grass clip- 
pings insulate the soil and 
hold the tempture lower 
and more uniform than that 
of bare soil. 
At the end of the season, 
black phw mulch should be 
lifted carefully out of the 
ground, leaving no ~mnants,  
a d  either saved For a second 
year or, if damaged, thrown 
away. It is nat biodegradable. 
1-teorganic mulch- 
es into the soil so they have 
the winter to decornpx. If 
mulch is m e d  befox the 
end of the season, however, 
a new flush of weeds may 
grow where the mulch had 
been. 
Black plastic mulch is a 
very effective deterrent to 
both annual and perennial 
weeds. It is available in gar- 
den supply stores, usually in 
3 or 4-foot wide rolls. 
Black plastic, 1 mil thick, 
may cost a b u t  one cent per 
square foot when purchased 
by the SOIL By comparison, a 
kheet thick mulch made of 
the Sunday Nsw Yo& Times 
costs about two cents per 
square foa, although this is a 
secondary use. 
Steps in laying black pbmc 
mulch are shown in fie 3. 
Stale The stale 
seedbed technique promotes 
early gemination d the seed 
in the upper 1 to 2 ininches of 
soil so he weeds may sprout 
and be eradicated before 
vegetables are planted. 
To use the stale seedbed 
mahcd, prepare the garden 
for plantin& including adding 
compost, manure, lime (if 
needed), fertilizer, or other 
materials, and tit1 or plow it 
as deeply as you can (6  
inches or more is goad). Af- 
ter that, do not disturb the 
mil again before planting, as 
most deeplying weed seeds 
do not germinate without 
fight. 
Mechanically or chemi- 
cally destroy the f b t  flush of 
young weed seedlings and 
plant your vegetables with as 
~ ~ t o t h e d a s  
possible. When a second 
flush of weeds occurs, it will 
be much less dense and thus 
easier to control manually. 
If you wish to plant early, 
lay clear plastic over the area 
of the stale seedbed. The 
temperam under the plastic 
will rise, enhancing early ger- 
rninarion of weed seed 
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Cultural ContruI w w  
4. Seeds may be planted or 
planis ~ra-nted into I& 
black plmtlc sbrougb holes 
mude by a bulb seller or 
dibble. 
When the flush of weeds 
is gmwu-18 but sill young, re- 
move the plastic and desvoy 
the weeds by hoeing or rak- 
ing, by carefully burning 
them with an open flame 
from a propane or kerosene 
torch, or by applying a non- 
seleaive herbicide that leaves 
no residue. 
The stale seedbed meth- 
od, bemuse it delays planting 
of vegetable, should be wed 
for warm-weather vegetables 
in half the garden. In the 
other half use other weed 
control practices so early 
spring vegetables can be 
planted. Next year reverse 
the two sections. 
-twcc-@*va- 
d e t b  Some vegetable crop 
and specific varieties are 
much beuer adapted to com- 
pete with weeds than are 
others. 
Plants that emerge quickly 
and have dense foliage have 
a comwtive advantage over 
mosl weeds. Vegetable that 
outgrow and shade sur- 
rounding weeds have a major 
advantage. Rapidly growing 
vegetables compete well for 
nut rimts and water. 
Beans compete success- 
fully because of their large 
seeds, rapid early growth, 
dense Ieaf onopy, and gen- 
eral vigor. Peas also have an 
advantage against weeds 
because of their hrge d, 
fast ernergen- at low temp 
enturn, and general adapta- 
bility to spring conditions. 
Compare these traits to 
thaw of onions, which have 
small seeds, come up rela- 
tively slowly, have thin and 
sparse foliage, and are easily 
choked by weeds. 
For a particular vegetable, 
the choice of variety can k 
very i r n p m n t .  The leaf can- 
opy and growth habit of the 
H u h n  potato is effective in 
suppressing weeds, for ex- 
ample. But the Katahdin p 
tato more readily allows 
broadleaf weeds to grow, 
reducing potam yklrls. 
The vegetables, and e s p  
cially the varieties. you 
choose for your garden 
should be well adapted to 
local growing conditions. If 
the vegetables do not have 
that basic advantage, they 
will not compete successfulty 
against weeds or other envi- 
ronmental factors. 
Planting eariy. You can 
give a vegetable crop corn- 
petitive advantage by plant- 
ing it eaxly enough to permit 
good growth before weeds 
emerge. Peas and spinach, 
for example, can be planted 
early bemuse they m i  roler- 
ate the cool soils of early 
spring, although they may 
take several extra days to 
geminate and emerge. 
B e a u =  a plant with rapid 
early growth has a competi- 
tive advantage, transplants 
compete better with weeds 
than plants that arc seeded 
directly into the garden. In 
the spring you can mnsplanr 
such vegetables as lettuce, 
onions, cabbage, and brm- 
coli. Later you can transplant 
squash, melons, cucumbers, 
celery, tomatoes, eggplants, 
and peppers. 
cnltural Control Strat@%- 
-plandag4 
3n- Keeping the 
garden soil occupied by 
vegetables reduces the 
ch;lnce for weeds to grow. 
W e  recommend that you 
plant one vegetable crop 
after another (successive 
planting) and that you plant a 
variety of vegetables for the 
best cover and utilization of 
garden soil. 
The principle behind suc- 
m l v e  planting is this: when 
the soil is alternately utilized 
and worked often, individual 
table production helps the 
vegetable compete with 
weeds. 
P r o v r  fedizer types and 
amount$ should be applied, 
soil pH should be adjusted if 
v, water should k in 
good supply, and wgetables 
should k rotated fmm year 
to year. 
Generally, use standard 
planting and density rates 
that are recommended in 
b n i n g  h l k s .  wv- 
tables, which demand a lot d 
space, pemit weed growth 
weed species have little 
chance to become estab- 
lished or grow to produce 
seeds. 
For c m p I e ,  spinach fol- 
lowed by sweet corn or 
beans offers a diversity of 
competition against weeds. 
Early radishes might permit 
weeds to grow, but a dense 
foliage cover of potatoes fol- 
lowing that will suppress 
later weed gmwch. 
Intercropping-growing 
one crop between rows or 
interspersed with another 
e - l s o  helps protect 
the soil from erosion, offers 
multiple crops, crowds out 
weeds, and makes the most 
effident use of garden space. 
In vegetables that grow 
when they are young and 
small because of the open 
ground around them. 
To give competitive ad- 
vantage you could plant a 
vine crop in a smaller area 
than recommended, such as 
a 3-by4foot plot instead d a 
4-by-10-foot plot. Tomatoes 
can k planted in a 1-by-4- 
foot area hs&ad of a 2-by-4- 
foot plot. Denser piantings 
require extra water and nutri- 
ents, b u ~  tbey are more &ec- 
rive in competing with 
weeds. 
Trickle irrigation, which 
applies water specifically to 
the crop and not to the 
weeds, enhances vegetable 
growth without encouraging 
weed growth, 
Keep newly planted areas 
of the garden weed* for 
at least the first momh and re- 
move any large weds after 
that. Research with beans 
and peas indimtes hat keep- 
ing the gaden f g e  of broad- 
Ieaf weeds for the first four 
weeks and letting all weeds 
grow after that time did not 
significrantly ~ d u c e  yields, 
Studies have shown that 
large weeds redue vegetable 
yields and that the large 
weeds have to start early to 
reach their size. Any weed 
that gws to seed will cause 
many mow weeds in future 
gmwing seasons. 
Cover crop. Vegetable 
gardens are commonly used 
only 5monthsperycarin~ 
Northeast. tf g a b  are left 
unprotected during the off- 
season, weeds can b m e  
established, leaving their 
seeds or perennial roots to 
plague the garden In future 
growing-. 
In addition, insects and 
dkwe organisms often ovet- 
winter in the weeds and 
complete their life cycles on 
vegetak  during the follow- 
Ing spring. 
Weeds can tx reduced or 
eliminated by growing a 
cover crop during the off- 
season, A cover crop is  a 
dense living blanket of plants 
that corn- with weeds for 
light and nutrients. Tradi- 
- 
slowly r>r are in widely 
spaced rows, such as squash 
or pumpkins, rapidly grow- 
ing crops are ideal far inter- 
cropping. The second crop 
can be planted in the aisles w 
in the rows between the 
main crop plants, depending 
onthepcingdrheprimary 
crop, They should be har- 
vested before the main crop 
begins to mature. 
Good crop manage- 
ment. In addition to select- 
ing the best plant variety for 
your area and p b t h g  at the 
appropriate time, you can 
give vegetables competitive 
advantage by using good 
growing pradices. Any prac- 
tice that favors g o d  vege- Trdckla a-8 wder to tbe m~ no^ t& uw& 
a2 
Culhval Control Strategies 
tional cover crops a r e  rye- 
grass, winter rye, winter 
wheat, oats, white clover, 
sweet clover, and  buck-  
wheat. 
Cover crops do more than 
control weeds. They retard 
soil erosion, prevent minerals 
from leaching, and reduce 
soil compaction. The lush top 
growth, called green manure 
when it is tilled into the soil 
in the spring, adds organic 
matter. 
The cover crop's root sys- 
tem is a s  valuable as its top 
growth, providing organic 
matter and improving soil 
structure as the roots grow. 
The roots improve soil aem- 
tion and drainage and the 
tops capture light energy 
from the sun. 
Table 2 lists useful and  
popular cover crops and their 
characteristics. 
Success in growing cover 
crops requires proper crop 
selection, correct timing of 
planting, and good manage- 
rial techniques. 
Gnsses are much easier to 
establish as cover crops than 
legumes are. Small-seeded 
gr;asses such as fescue grow 
slowly and are more difficult 
to esviblish than large-&ed 
grasses such as oats. 
Winter rye and ryegrass 
become very dense and are 
much more eflective at shad- 
ing out weeds than are oats 
and small-seeded legumes 
such as  clover and  trefoil. 
Oats quickly produces a lush 
growth in the fall to smother 
weeds. but oats freezes, leav- 
ing open spaces where win- 
ter and spring weeds may 
grow. Unfortunately oats 
does not improve soil struc- 
ture. 
Availability and cost of 
seed are  also important  
considemrions. 
In Northeastern condi- 
tions, the ryegrasses should 
be cr)nsidered first for garden 
cover crops. They are vigor- 
ous and have extensive root 
systems that occupy the same 
root zone as vegetables. Win- 
ter rye is an excellent second 
choice and is hest for late 
planting. Mowing stops its 
growth in the spring. All the 
ryegrasses are excellent com- 
petitors with weeds. 
Time of planting the cover 
crop dictates the types that 
may be A. As late ,as Qctc- 
her, on ly  rye and  winter 
wheat can he stand success- 
fully. If the land is available 
in August, the choice bmad- 
ens to include ryegrass, oats, 
and clover. 
Good managerial tech- 
niques for growing cover 
crops are basically the same 
techniques that are good for 
growing vegetable crops. 
These include keeping 
weeds out of the cover crops, 
irrigating, and, if you add 
organic matter, planting soon 
thereafter, before nutrients 
are lost. 
Living mulch. Cover 
crops, when interplanted 
with vegetable crops during 
the  growing season,  a re  
called living mulch. They are 
n d  a "crop" meant to be har- 
vested but  help suppress 
weeds, prevent soil compac- 
tion, and prevent erosion. 
They also improve soil struc- 
ture by their mot growth and 
by serving as green manure. 
Using living mulch as a 
cultural strategy for weed 
contml requires a r e f u l  atten- 
tion and gardening experi- 
ence. A well-established 
living mulch reduces weed 
growth. If, however, it is not 
well chosen or controlled, it 
interferes with vegetable 
growth just as weeds do.  
Easiest to manage are living 
mulches, whjch are short and 
slaw to spread. 
Living mulch is more ef- 
fective when used for large- 
seeded, vigorous vegetables 
such as corn and beans than 
for small-seeded, slow- 
growing ones such as carrots 
and onions. 
Just as with cover crops, 
grasses are easier than leg- 
umes  to establish as living 
mulch. Grasses allow a wide 
range of planting dates. 
Those that have shown 
success in tests include 
Chewing's fescue, Kentucky 
bluegrass, bent grass, red 
fescue, and  tall fescue. 
Legumes that have proved 
successful a re  dwarf white 
clover, which spreads very 
slowly, and wild whte clover 
(the Kent variety). 
To reduce competition, 
plant living mulch at  the 
same time as or any timc af- 
ter planting the vegetables. 
The primary concern is to 
prevent the mulch crop from 
competing for light and wa- 
ter. The more vigorous and 
spreading it is, the later it 
should l>e seeded. 
Usually the seed chosen 
for the living mulch plants is 
broadcast berween vegetable 
Tabk 2. Cbaractedsfics of vartous cover m p s  
-- 
Cowr crop Vigor of &em i- Seed cost lo Titnc of 
?jarion and planl l#sqfi  plcrutitg 
establishme~zr 
Highly recommended 
Perennial ryegrass t .. 
Wincer rye 4.. 
Winter wheat *t. 
OA ts ... 
Others 
Annual ryegrass t **a 
Huckwhmt .I. 
Fcxuc 
Hairy vetch I** 
Sweet clover 
White clover 
Aug.-Sept. No 
Summer No 
Spring ..* 
Aug.-Sept. .. 
Summcr ... 
Summer I.* 
Soune: Adapted From R. D. Sweet and R. A. Kline, Weed Co~tlrol it1 Specfulry C q s ,  Cornell Universiry Vegetable Crops Report *333, 1985. 
Key; " relatively high ** modcrate relatively low 
t Packagcd ryegrass srvd usually contains a mixture of annual and perennial types. 
rows. Restria  fedhation to 
the ve-ble row. Once they 
are growing, keep living 
mulch plants 6 to 8 inches 
away from the vegetable row 
by hoeing or pulling. If the 
living mulch plants gmw tm 
-1 m p p m  by 
mawing. 
The living mulch should 
be allowed to grow after the 
food crop is harvested and 
through the winter, then 
tilled when the garden is 
readied next season. Some 
mulches, especially the Ieg- 
umes, may be retained sev- 
eral years, creating more 
pmnanent garden walkways. 
MwUmmtiT Iaged~ 
till systems. In minimum 
tillage systems, soil prepara- 
m I ~ k s a r e ~ t 0 ~ e  
duce soil compctian due to 
traffic, lalmr, and loss of soil 
moisture. 
The ndlage  system tsei 
no seedbed prepararion 
than opening the dl m 
receive the seed or rrans- 
planx. tittle, if any, d i v a t i o n  
is done after planting. Cover 
vegetation is killed with 
chemica t herbicides. The 
dead plant debris holds tbe 
soil ,  preventing erosion and 
reducing evaporation of wa- 
ter. The crop i s  planted 
among the debris with as 
little dkwhnce to the soil as 
possible. 
There are problems with 
the netillage h o d ,  how- 
ever. By not tilling, you are 
not incorporating organic 
matter into the soil. In heavy 
(day) soils, wirhout adding 
humus, the organic matter 
content can decline and soil 
improvement cant be man- 
aged d y .  
The no-till technique 
leaves plant residue on the 
surface of the soil, providing 
a refuge for dugs and rodents 
that may damage vegetables, 
And planting into crop resi- 
due is dimeult. 
Minimum tillage may be 
used best in planting5 of 
l q e e d c d  vegetables such 
as beans and corn and for 
transplants. 
Minimum Wge and amr 
cropping can be combined 
for effective weed control. 
Cover crops that usually die 
in the winter-such as oats 
and buckkat-mdily lend 
themselves to no-till planting 
in the spring Narrow rifling 
or hoeing opens h planting 
low. 
Perennial ryegrass and 
winter ryewhich  don't die 
in the winter--produce mas- 
sive top growth during the 
spring, which is effective for 
shading weeds. Cover crops 
that g ~ o w  in the new p h h g  
season should be cur back 
once with a mower, weed 
whacker, or scythe. Feniliza 
should ti bm-, then the 
grass can be covered with 
strips of bhck plastic. The 
absence of light will kill the 
cover crop within 2 to 3 
weeks. 
Transplants or large- 
seeded vegaable crops can 
be planted through the plas- 
tic, or the plastic can be re- 
movedadtheplantingsuips 
cultivated. These nwill tech- 
niques control weeds and 
maintain gmd 4 d t i o n .  
Herbicides are chemical pes- 
ticides developed to control 
unwanted plants. Herbicide 
use in commercial agricu1- 
rural pduct ion requites the 
skill of  trained applicators. 
Using herbicides is an wen 
greater risk in home gardens 
in the hands of untrained 
applicators. 
Herbicides may seem to 
offer the ultimate work-free 
approach to weed control, 
but they are e x p s i v e  and 
difFicult to apply accurarely. 
They also can drift from the 
Intended site and damage 
nearby desirable plants. In 
addition, proper stow and 
disposal are burdensome. 
Home gardeners should 
consider the use d chemical 
herbicides as the last choice 
for weed control. There are 
only a few exmptions. Herbi- 
cides can reduce hand work 
in perennial plants such as 
asparagus, rhubarb, mwber- 
ries, and brambles, and they 
cdn control perennial weeds. 
primarily quackgrass, in the 
home garden. Judicious and 
timely herbicide applicdtions 
on those plants wilI give you 
more rime to spend on the 
annual plants for which no 
chemicals are available. 
?3akty Pnd ~ponsibil- 
ity. Herbicides available to 
the public atr generally con- 
sided safe, but precrautions 
and general directions for 
safe use are printed on ewy 
lahe1 and must be read care- 
fully and followed strictly. 
AU sfatemenw on a hcrbi- 
cide label have been ap- 
proved by the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA). 
The b l  inclwh everythtng 
you need to know to apply 
the herbicide safely and ef- 
fectively* By deciding to use 
chemical herbicides you are 
legally obligated to folIow in- 
structions on the herbicide 
label. 
It is illegal to use any pes- 
ticides on a plant not listed 
on the label or to apply them 
in a way mntmdictwy to the 
label, such as incmsing the 
rate. To probed purseIfand 
tbe en& mnmenl, do not &- 
uhte frvm la&/ dimztbm. 
Check the label for the 
safest, most effective time to 
apply herbicides. When used 
according to the label direc- 
tions, herbicides should not 
be a hazard to people, pets, 
or desirable plants. 
Be sure to minimize ex- 
posure to herbicides by 
wearing protective clothing. 
Rubber boots, pants, gloves, 
long-sleeved shirts, and 
goggles are recommended. 
Apparel contaminated with 
h e d k k h  murt be I a u n d d  
separately according to the 
instructions included in the 
center of this publication. 
How hert,lcide work. 
Plants, either vegetables or 
weeds, that su* expasurt: 
to a herbicide ate cladid as 
tolerant; those that die are 
called susceptible. Hehicides 
that have no effect on a par- 
ticular plant are said to be 
selective for that plant. 
Most hehides have been 
developed because they are 
seleaive on one or two tnaw 
commercial crops such as 
corn or soybeans. Some 
herbicides are classified as 
nonselective herbicides. 
which means they are toxic 
to almost all plants. Nonse- 
lective materials must be 
handled with great care to 
avoid expsure to nontarget 
plants. 
Most herbicides available 
to homeowners are applied 
to the soil, where they inhibit 
or prevent weed emergence. 
Such herbicides are said to 
have soil activity and are re- 
ferred to as preemergence 
compounds ibecause they 
are applied before the weeds 
emerge). These herbicides 
are most successful in con- 
Chemical C o m l  
trolling either broadleaf or 
grassy weeds+ddom both. 
Germinating see& or seed- 
lings absorb the herbicide, 
which interferes with bio- 
chemical functions and 
causes death. 
Most  herbicides that have 
soil activity have lide, if any, 
effect on weeds if they are 
applied after the weeds have 
emerged. Timing of applia- 
tion is especially important 
with herbicides that can be 
applied to garden plants after 
they have hen transplanted 
or after they emerge Ipst-  
emergence) but before 
weeds emerge. If such an a p  
plication is delayed, weeds 
will have already emerged 
and the herbicide will be 
ineffective. 
Several preemergence 
herbicides are available for 
home gardeners to purchase. 
Herbicides provide 4 to 8 
weeks of control depending 
on the amount of midall and 
the severity of the weed 
infestation. Herbicides are 
nar a mimcle cure and do not 
eliminate the need for hand 
weeding, hoeing, and culti- 
vation. 
See the W to this publi- 
cation for a list of hehicides 
approved for use in home 
gardens in New York State. 
Be sure you have an upto- 
date copy of that publicration 
(ask for the insert to lnforma- 
tion Bulletin 216). Herbicide 
reghations and recornmen- 
darions change constantly, 
a d  the publiation is revised 
annually. 
In other states, contact 
your cooperative extension 
office concerning the legality 
and registration status of 
herbicides in your state. 
Somttimes herbicides fail, 
usually when soil moisture is 
insuff~cien~. If  the soil is dq, 
the newly geminating weeds 
m p e  close contact and ab- 
soqtion of the herbicide and 
t h y  emerge without i n j .  
With suff~cient moisture it 
is much m~ difficult for the 
weeds to escape. As a rule of 
thumb, if a 5- to %inch rain- 
fali does not occur within 2 to 
3 days of applying a pre- 
emergence herbicide, you 
should irrigate the garden. 
Controlling perennial 
weeds. Perennial weeds 
such as quackgrass, bind- 
weed, miikweed, marsh mal- 
low, goldenrod, and curly 
dock tend to creep slowly 
into the garden. If there are 
few they can be uprooted 
a s i l y  with a garden fork and 
m e d  to a c o m p r  heap. 
If there are many, you 
may choose to apply a non- 
selective herbicide after all 
the vegcta bIes have been 
harvested. Fall is the ideal 
time to control perennials, 
because plants are actively 
transporting focd produced 
above ground to storage or- 
gans below ground, Apply- 
ing a nonselective herbicidt 
at this rime enables rhe 
chemical to be Vansported to 
the root system where it de- 
smys the plant. 
Quackgrass has probably 
dampened rhe spirits of gar- 
deners more than any other 
weed. Must land that has not 
been plowed for several 
years has at  least some 
quackgrass on it. Many grass 
s d s  are pure quackgrass. 
One week before plowing 
and disking a garden plot in 
which you have quackgrass, 
you could apply a nonselec- 
Live,sy9emicherbicidetothe 
area. A single application 
should e l i t e  ntost severe 
quackgrass problems bur re- 
treatment may be necessary 
in the fall or the foilawing 
spring. 
Herbicides are available in 
several forms. Granules and 
dust formulatiom are applied 
dry and don't require expen- 
sive application equipment. 
Wettable powders and liquid 
BEFORE YOU DECIDE TO USE HERBICIDES 
Consider everyrhing written in this pubiication. 
U.w chernimls only as the IW resort and be prepared to folbw safc application pwedures. 
CauWms for U w  Herbiddes 
Purchast: only what you need for one seayon. Some herbicides lose &t"c~iveness from 
one =awn to the next. 
kwt the phone number of your local poison control cener m a r  your telephone. (k the 
back cover d this publimtion for a list of New York State poison conrml centers.) 
Read the emire bkl eland follow h e  directions exactly. Observe precautions, espexiiilly to 
kqp out of m h  ofcbikfmn, and the information in duys kfie phtiq. 
Prepre the materials in a well-ventilated a m .  
Have soap, water, and a towel available when mixing and applying herbicides. Should 
you spill herbicide on yourself, wash imm&tely a d  thoroughly. Wash tlloroughty aher 
handling herbicides. Remove .etamimated dothing jmnmdiately and shower for at least 
15 minutes. 
Wear rullbw boats, pants, l u n g - s l d  shirts, &a, and goggle to protect yourself and 
your clothing. 
Never smoke, drink, or chew gum or tot~aero while M i %  herbicids. 
Avoid inhahq hertncik sprays, dusts, w vapors. 
Measun. the material accurately. Overdoses may kill the vegetahllm or lrdve mil residues 
that will injure s u c d i n g  crops. 
Use a asprayer separate from that used for insecticide o r  fungkide applications to avoid 
injuring m n i  live planls with herbicide residue. 
Never spray when Aildren are nearby. 
Ritlse sprayers t h e  times with watm after use a d  dispose d tiwe wafer by spying an 
noncrop areas, such as paths or hrders. 
lh not rwse empty containers. 
Wrap empty containers and surplus herbicide in thick layers of newspaper and place 
them in a trash can just hefore the trash is collected. F h l  regulations allow you to 
diqmse of less than 1 gallon of liquid formulations in the tr~sh. L.es than 10 pouds of 
dry materials may he dispclsed in the trash. Check your s i te ,  regitml, or Local e c i d e  
regulations for herbicide disposal ~equirwnentu, h m r .  T h e  qul~rirjons may ht. more 
stringent than federal laws. 
R e c o m l m m l d a t i o ~  
Always keep h e w  in their original containers. Make sure they are tightly ckxsad and 
clearly laheled. 
Do not contaminate fd and water containers that will be used by people o r  pets or 
immersed in ponds or swarns. 
Nwer lmve herbicides where children or other innocent persons can reach them. 
Star h e r h i  d y  in a I w k d  =bind ot rwm. A ml, drj, well-ventilated storage a ~ e a  
is k t  
Never store herbiades near food. medicine, cleaning bupplitrr. animal fed ,  or fertilizers. 
Do not store the herbicide 2,4-D with other pdcides because 2,4-D vapo*i may be a b  
sorbed by other pest icida and injure sensitive plants. Volatile herbicides such as 2,443 
should & stored outside the house if you have xmjtive housglmt~. 
fomlulations must Iw mixed 
with water and applied wit11 
3 Sprd)'Tl. 
Use a sprayer separate 
from that used for jnsecti- 
cides or fungicides to apply 
herbicides safely and effec- 
lively. Most garden insecti- 
cides and fungicides are ap- 
plic4 directly to plant foliage, 
and even VLT dilute amaunts 
of some herbicides left in 
sgraym can kill plants. Using 
a sepsrdte sprayer rules oul 
any  pos.sibility of uninten- 
tionally expxsing your vege- 
tables to herbicides. 
Mu51 of the sprayem avail- 
able in hardware sores and 
garden centers came fitted 
with 3 cone nozzle design4 
for applying insecticides and 
fungicides, not herbicides. 
Cone nozzle tips are  de- 
signed to wet leaf surfaces 
quickly and thoroughly. Tl~e 
cone nozilc does not pro- 
duce a desirable and precise 
spray pattern for herbicide 
applica~ion. flat-fan nozzles, 
developed specifically Tor 
herbicide application, must 
be purcl~axd .=parate ty . 
Many good sprayers are 
available, borh metal and 
plastic, which with proper 
a r e  and storage should pro- 
vide many years of service. 
Plastic is not susceptible ro 
rust, hut plastic threaded Fit- 
tings on the qxdyer are eady 
stripped by cross-threading 
o r  overtightening. If  y o u  
cross-thwad a plastic thread 
once, the  joint will always 
leak. 
Metal sprayer fittings are 
strong and durable. The least 
exps ive  are made of galva- 
nized steel, which will even- 
tually rust. Galvanized steel 
sprayers have a reasonably 
long Me, however, if they are 
allowed to dry after each use, 
cleaned thoroughly after a 
season's use, and sprayed 
with penetrating oil on the 
plunger and interior of the 
tank before storage. The 
mast expemive, but longest 
lasting, metal sprayers are 
made of stainlas steel. 
Rrbaps the hest sprayers 
available for herbicide applli- 
cation are rhe knapsuck-type 
spmyers such as rhnse manu- 
factured by the companies 
Solo and Hardi. They cdn 
asily be equipped with flat- 
fan nozzles and a pressure 
gauge; pressure is minlaind 
by a ctlnvenienr waist-level 
pumpi np, lever. 
Spny pressue durin~ ap 
plication must be kept con- 
stiant to maintain a uniform 
nozzle pattern and applica- 
tion rate. Unless  a tank 
sprayer is fitted with an in- 
line pnsurp gauge, it is ux- 
less for lerd>ici& application. 
Appkator calibration. 
~pplication raws have been 
approvd by tile EPA to en- 
sure that food produced in 
herbicide-treated gardens is 
safe to consume and the en- 
vironment is protected. Cor- 
m raw a n  k applied only 
thmugh pmctice and callbra- 
tion. &fom upplyiq berlri- 
cides, take the time la cbeck 
applfcation rates and cali- 
brute the applku~or accord- 
iq to tbe fomtrkztion oftbe 
Berbkidc you am usin#. 
Gmnuks. Gmnular forrnu- 
lnions are identified as such 
on the label, so~netimes with 
the letter G. Do not use anv 
dry formulation of a pt%tici& 
until you identify it as either 
11 a granular formulation or 
21 a wettable powder CwP). 
Granular formulations are 
intended to be used directly 
from the container and  
rborrZd no# he mixed with 
water. Many granular formu- 
lations are sold in containers 
with perforated tops that 
serve as shaker-applicvdtm. 
For herbicides not avail- 
able in shaker cans, home- 
made applicators can be 
made easily by punching 
holes in a jar lid. Be sure the 
jar chosen does not bear a 
fwd label. Clearly label the 
jar indicating that it Ls for pes- 
ticide appliation only. The 
new hbel sl~ould mnwin the 
trade name of the herbicide 
and the word "pison" on it. 
Return any unused mare- 
rial (dust cw granules) to the 
original container fix storage. 
Rett~ember, all pesticides 
should be stored in locked 
storage campartments that 
children or pets annot open. 
All herbicide labels have 
spxific dkxxicms for rates of 
appliratiun. They may in- 
clude a diagram showing the 
pmFr gmnule dbtributitm. 
To check your application 
nte you will need a scale (a 
dietetic or inexpensive postal 
-le will work) and a piece 
of phstic 4 feet by 5 f w t  (20 
squ~re feet). Black plastic is 
best because you can easily 
sce the granule distribution 
on il. 
wettable powders a rad liq- 
u id concentrates, Weuabt e 
powders and liquids are di- 
luted with water and applied 
by using a sprayer. Wilter is 
used as a uarrier to evenly 
apply a minute amount o f  
herbicide wer a large area. 
Herbicide nppliation with 
hand-held garden sprayers 
differs somewhat from appli- 
cation of other pesticides. 
Whm applying many fungi- 
cides or imxticida the main 
objective is to spray until the 
solution begins to run off the 
leaves. This is necessary to 
cover the plant cumpletety so 
all parts are well pmteded or 
the target peat is ful ly ex- 
posed to the psicde. It may 
take more than one pas  with 
a hand sprayer to achieve thii 
coverage, 
The main objective of 
most herbicide applications, 
however, is to apply just the 
correct dosage uniformly to 
the soil or the plant surface. 
This is  best accomplished 
with a single pass of the  
spmyer. 
Improper application or 
overlap of sprayed m d s  re- 
sults in an increased rate of 
application. Applying nlore 
than the la1,el rate of herbi- 
cide is illegal, may injure the 
prden vegetables, and may 
leave ;r chemical residue on 
the .wil that will injure suc- 
ccedmg vegmahles. 
Glibrdt ing a spmyer takes 
considerable time and effort 
but accuracy must not he 
c u m p m i d .  W rate of a g  
plication is controlled by 
spray volume and is usually 
exprcrssed as gallons per acre 
Cgpa). Spray volume is gov- 
erned by three factors: 
sprayer nozzle size. walking 
pc-e, and spray prmsure. 
Start with a sprayer fined 
with a flat-fan nozzle. Flat-Fan 
no7Aes ((figure 41 ditrer from 
cone nozzles (figure 5) in that 
their spray pattern is con- 
fined to a single plane. 
There are two types of 
flat-fan nozzles. lhe ewn t y p  
produces a patrcrn that is 
uniformly dense from edge to 
edge. This type is preferred 
where sprayer overlap is not 
desired, as when applying 
llerbicides in a hand over the 
vegetable row. 
With a t a m  nozzle tip 
the sprdy distribution i s  
slightly less dense at the 
edges dlan at the middle of 
the pattern. To apply herbi- 
cides in the home garden, 
use a tapered n o d e  tip and 
overlap the edges of the pat- 
tern to cover the entire 
garden. 
We recommend using a 
nozzle tip that delivem 30 to 
40 gallons of liquid per acre. 
To minimize spray drift, 
which can harm nontarget 
plants, pets, people, or the 
water supply, avoid nozzles 
that delivw 10 gallons or less 
per acre. 
When you buy a nozzle, 
he sure to get the correct size 
and fmd out whether the tip 
is even or tapered-informa- 
tian hat  is n-ry for cor- 
rect sprayer callhation. 
To keep your appliatlon 
rate uniform, it is very i m p -  
tant b mahtain a d. 
codoxtable w 
as you spray. The length of 
yourstrideisnotasimpmnt 
as the consistency of your 
step- 
Pra* Your I== along a 
line of string 16'/2 feet long. 
D@veiopadacebywunt- 
ing your steps. Walk at that 
cadence until you consis- 
tently come out with the 
same number d steps per 
16YzfeetThistxmlengch is 
importam 
Maintaining consistent 
p n s u r ~  while spraying is as 
imponam as maintaining an 
&te and mmisen~ pace. 
If spray pressure is allowed 
to fluctuate, the applimtioo 
rate chanp.  
You must have an in-line 
pressure gauge on your 
sprayer to apply herbicides 
a m e l y .  Mainmln pmure 
between 35 and 40 pounds 
per square Inch (psi), That 
insures that your nozzle de- 
livers the proper pattern 
consistently. 
It is easier to control pres- 
sure with a knapsack sp&yer 
than with a tank spmya (fig 
ure 6). A knapsack sprayer 
frees your hands, enabling 
you to keep pumping while 
spraying, but it b a challenge 
to keep cadence, maintain 
pressure, and watch where 
you're going all at the same 
h e .  It takes a great deal of 
practice. 
With a tank spnyer, yw 
n d  to ktep dose watch of 
the tank pmwe. Every time 
the tank loserr prmwe, stop, 
set down the sprayer, and re- 
charge the tank. You should 
be ;lMe to spray a ramtable 
area, however, before re- 
- Is m r y .  For accu- 
racy, repmssurize at the be- 
ginning or end of a spray 
pas, not during; otherwise 
you wfn lose your cadence. 
Onceywhaveacqurreda 
suitable sprayer, familiarized 
yourself with its operatian, 
and mastered a measured 
walking pace, you can cali- 
bra2 your spmyer. 
All qx-ayers are calihted 
by determining their output 
at the mzzL end, e x p W  
as gallom per acre (or gpa). 
To ckkrmine the amount of 
herbicide to add to the water 
ranier ycw must f z  d i e  
spray vdume. 
1. Read he label and observe all safety precautions. Wear 
protective clothing. 
2. On a whdbss day s p n d  out the plastic. 
3. Using your shaker, dMbute the granule as uniformly as 
passible over the plastic. I 
4. &flea the herbkkk in a small plasdc bag and weigh it. 
5. Use the following formula to calculate y w r  acrual rate of 
application: 
i 
Divide the square footage alled for on the label by the 1 area covered in your test. Multiply the answer by the 
wa@ oi the herbicide collected on your plastic. 
kexample,ifhlabelrateislpourad(16mnces)per200 
spare  few and you c d h e d  1 o m  on 20 square feet of 
plastic, you w d d  have applied 10 o u m  p~ 200 square 
f a  Your test apphtion rate is too light. 
dRqmtthe " -' ~ e x ~ u n t i l y a u d i e v e t h e c o f i e d  
density and you are d d e n t  that you can r e p d u e  the 
m d t s  in yow garden. 
STEPS XN CALIBRATING A SINGLE-NOZZLE SPRAYER 
1. Resad rile label and &ewe all d e t y  precautions. Wear cl- 
2 S t a k e w t a n a m  ISY2feetby16Yxfeet. Thisam (abour272squarefea)hlqmed, 
dmm because it is divisible into the rurmber of- f e t  per acre 143,5681. 
3 M t 0 t h e ~ ~ & & a ~ d o f t w i n e B i n c h e s l o r q g . ~ t o r h e h e n d a d  
w l e i s h r , s u & a s a ~ . ~ ~ t h e w a s h e r a n d s t r I n g ~ n o t M ~ w h h ~ s p f a y  
Pa- 
9 L o a d y w u ~ w i ~  1 @onofwarerandpressurizeyourtankto40psiHotdthespray 
tip I8 inches abve  the ground by allowing the suspended m barely touch the 
ground. haeasure the width d the spay panem on tk ground. It wlll vary depending on the 
h e l g t u o f t h e w a n d , t h e s p p a y ~ a n d t k ~ s k u s e d ~ u s s a y ~ ~ $  
18 inches wide. 
~ 1 F y o u ~ a n ~ ~ e , r n a r k d y o u r ~ m d b l o c k i n t o s a i p ~ e ~ o f ~  
spmy pattern (18 W). If yw have a tapered n d ,  your spray pstrwn has to w&p 
abour 30percent sarnarko€f your blodrtn13-inchsr1ips.Usestringlinestoguldepur 
spraywadalongastralghtline.(Seefigure7l 
QIIhIs~isvery~w&~btockwithywrspm~,uacingthepathofw~ 
Lineswfthycnlr&tip, ~ t k t i m e i t ~ t o m m p k t h e m u t e . a e p e a t t h 4 s t e p  
u n t i l y o u ~ c a n e o u t w l t h r b e s u n e t i m e .  
7. R- the qnqw to 40 psi. Spray into a plastic milk mntainer for the sanme period of 
time it tmkyautowalkyourpractice M. Measure the W w m x i o f ~ c d b d  
Use the fdlowifig formula to a h h i e  your sprayer's applimion rate. 
EXAMPLE 
10- X la 
= 
12.5 gal 
- 
GLOSSARY 
AltE-a .!k Leaf Urn#&- 
mmt. 
Annd. A plant that goes 
through its complete life 
cycle and dies in one year 
or less. 
thmaxs annual Plant that 
germinates in the spring 
and dies in the fall. 
winter annnd Plant that 
germinates in the Fall or 
early winter and dies the 
next summer. 
hil. The angle formed by 
the stem and lcaf inter- 
section, 
Bienaid, A lant that com- 
pletrs its &e cycle in two 
growing -0n.s. 
Bmdhf. A plant chamcter- 
i d  by broad leaves with 
branched veins, a taproot, 
and flower parts (petals 
and sepals) often in fours 
or fnm. 
Bulb. A thick, rounded mass 
of overlapping scalelike 
leaves from which a stem 
grows up and roots grow 
$own. 
Capsule. A receptacle that 
contajns two or mare 
seeds and that dries and 
splts open at maturity. 
The pan of the plant, 
usually ar ground level, 
where strm and md m m .  
D o e  Not actively grow- 
ing, but alive and pmect- 
ed from the environment. 
Seeds cannot sprout until 
dormancy (the dormant 
stage) is broken. 
FlbroPsrrrotsJ%tEm~Boof 
sgskem. 
Germinate. To sprout and 
begin to gmw. 
Gmn&mhm Sprouting; the 
process a seed goes 
thmgh when it begins to 
m. 
Grass. A plant charaaerlzed 
by long, narrow leaves 
with parallel veins, a fi- 
brous root system, and 
flower parts (perals and 
q a l s )  mostly in t h m  or 
multiples of three. Some 
"-k parts of a gms plant a=: 
Auricle. In grasses, a I 
clawlike appendage at the 
bare of a leaf. I 
Mbmw-The partofthe 
leaf aaached to the stem. 
MbLde. The flattened 
portion ofthe l d ,  in tmth 
and bd leaves .  
Laaf* In gmss,  h e  
lower part of the ieaf that 
sum& the stem. 
Ugule. The thin append- 
age at the top of the leaf 
sheath in mast grasw. 
Lanccolate. Spear shaped, 
&&dy h d e r  at the m- 
ter irnd m p c d  to a point 
at the tip. 
Lmf mngememt. The way 
leaves are arranged on the 
plant. Common broadld 
arrangements are: 
Ahemate. Leaves are at- 
tached singly at regular 
intentals on opposite sib 
d the stem. 
~ L d p a i r s a w a t -  
tachtd on apposite sides 
of a stem. 
W h o r e d  Three or more 
leaves radiate from a 
s q l c  point. 
wbue.SgeGrcsJs. 
Inaf blade. Sfse Grass. 
M* &e Cmss. 
$%Grass. 
bk. A rounded segment of 
a Id or a petat. 
Lobed. hcribing a leaf or 
petal wih rounded inden- 
tations. 
M a l e .  A point w h m  one or 
more leaves originate or a 
stem or bpld branches off. 
0-e See hiarnmge- 
men#. 
E k m n i d A p l a n t h t g m  
three or more years with- 
out q l a n t i n g .  Has under- 
ground reproductive 
organs (tubers, bulbs, 
stolons, or himma) that 
live from year to year, 
Glossary 
sprouting new pbnts from 
buds on the underground 
pans each year. 
Photoperfod The period of 
darkness required to trig- 
ger a shift from vegetative 
(leaf, stem, and root) 
growth to reproductive 
(flower and seed) growth; 
a longday phni requires a 
short dark period; a short- 
F h u s  root system 
day plant requires a long 
dark period. 
Prostrate. Lying horizontally 
on the ground. 
Rhizome. An underground 
horizontal stem modified 
for food storage and re- 
production. It grows para- 
[el with the soil surface 
and sends shoots up f m  
its ndes.  
~ a o t  system. The structure of 
a plant's roots, usually ei- 
dier fibrous or a taproot. 
Fibrous root system. A 
root system with many 
small, spreading mts  but 
no large single root. 
Taproot. A large central 
root with smaller roots 
branching from it. 
Rosette. A cluster of leaves 
radiating from one point at 
the top of a root system 
and  lying close to the 
ground. 
- 
Spike. A shaft with stalkless 
flowers arranged along it. 
stolon. A horizontal stem 
running on the surface of 
the soil, usually rooting at 
the nodes. A l s o  called a 
Summer annual. See Annual. 
TaprooL See Rmt system. 
Tiller. A shoot that sprouts at 
the base of the mother 
plant in grasses. 
Tuber. A fleshy, thickened 
part of a root o r  under- 
ground stem that stores 
food and produces buds 
from which n e w  plants 
will grow. 
Whter a n n d  See Annul .  
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-tion on Symptocns alpd T-
You can obtain prompt and up-to-date information 
about the symptoms and treatment of cases resulting 
from exposure to toxic agricultural chemicals by tele- 
phoning any of the centers hkd below and asIung for 
*Poison Control Center." 
When you are unable to mch a F o h n  Control Center 
or obtain the information your doaor n d ,  the ofice 
of the M.Y ,S. Mde -tor at Comell University, 
607-255-1866, may k able to assist you in obtaining 
such information. 
~ C o n t r o i C e n -  
Buffalo 71-7654 
Central New York 1-800-252-5655 
Hudson Valley 914-353-1000 
brig Island 516-542-2323 
NewYork C i  212-340449.1 
R d e  716-275-5151 
Schenectady 518-382-41 24 
Southem Tier 607-723-8929 
